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Sermon: Isaiah 8:19-9:4 
“The Light that Delivers from Destroying Darkness” 

 In 1905 the Split Rock Lighthouse didn’t exist.  It wasn’t located along the rocky shoals of the north shoreline of 
Lake Superior in the approach to Duluth, MN to warn ships of the rocks just beneath the surface waiting to slice through 
the ship’s hulls like a steak knife through a tender filet mignon.  If the Split Rock Lighthouse was casting its comforting 
beam through the night sky and out into the angry seas on November 28, 1905, you wonder how many ships, and more 
importantly, how many lives would have been saved that day. 
 The sun was setting on the shipping season that year and every captain and company knew there were only a few 
valuable weeks left in the shipping season on the Great Lakes.  In a few weeks the ice would put its strangle hold on the 
shipping lanes until it loosened its grip in the spring.  There was the expected end of season rush to get as many trips and, 
therefore, make as much money as possible.  A fierce storm blew across Lake Superior a week earlier resulting in 
shipwrecks and lives lost.  However, before the age of pinpoint Doppler Radar and CBS58 Ready Weather you went with 
your gut and how the skies looked.  The common sense got feeling was a major storm is never followed by another major 
storm.  Everyone thought it was smooth sailing the last few weeks of the season because of the major storm that flexed its 
muscle the week prior. 
 As the sun rose on November 28 it was cold and windy, a typical late fall day on Lake Superior.  Numerous ships 
were well out at sea when winds began howling at 40 mph.  As the sun fell from the sky so did the thermometer 
bottoming out at -12 degrees with screams filling the night from winds of 75 mph.  The ships stuck on Superior were 
sailing blind.  The winds pushing them around wherever it pleased like a child playing with toy boats in the tub.  The 
crews struggled to stay the course.  Most failed.  When the sun stretched and turned on the light on November 29th and 
when storm subsided 29 ships on Lake Superior either found themselves on the bottom of the lake or severely damaged 
along the rocky shoreline leading to Duluth.  It was the worst storm ever on the Great Lakes and caused the most damage.  
Only some survived to tell about it. 
 
 Could you imagine that type of darkness?  There are two types of darkness we can experience in life.  There is 
darkness in a situation that I am familiar with and know my way around.  When you turn out the lights at bedtime and 
your head hits the pillow—that’s a darkness you are familiar with.  If you need to get up in the middle of the night, you 
might be careful, but you aren’t afraid.  You know your house.  You are familiar with your surroundings.  You know 
where the kitchen table is, so you take two steps to the left and four steps forward.  That’s a darkness we feel relatively 
safe in. 
 Then there is the darkness that we are not familiar with, and we are completely lost.  Put yourself on the deck of 
the Mataafa, one of the ships out on Lake Superior on November 28, 1905.  The sun went down.  You left port earlier that 
day meaning you are close enough to shore to get ripped open by the rocks.  You strain your eyes in the darkness trying to 
see anything, but the landscape looks as dark as the pit you feel in your stomach.  Your eyes stinging from the wind and 
the relentless spray from the waves.  There is no beam from a lighthouse informing you of both danger and your location.  
You are lost at sea and then you hear the sound every sailor dreads, the wooden hall gashed open by the jagged rocks.  
That’s a darkness that terrifies.  That’s a darkness you never want to be lost in. 
   It’s that kind of darkness Isaiah paints so vividly for us today.  The darkness Isaiah mentions isn’t being lost on 
Superior in a storm.  It’s much worse than that.  Listen to what he says, “When someone tells you to consult mediums and 
spiritists, who whisper and mutter, should not a people inquire of their God? Why consult the dead on behalf of the 
living?  21Distressed and hungry, they will roam through the land; when they are famished, they will become enraged and, 
looking upward, will curse their king and their God. 22Then they will look toward the earth and see only distress and 
darkness and fearful gloom, and they will be thrust into utter darkness.” (Isaiah 8:19, 21, 22).  That is a terrorizing 
picture of fear Isaiah paints. 
   Why was it a darkness where the people were completely lost?  They were looking for answers in all the places 
where there were none to be found.  It wasn’t uncommon at the time of Isaiah for kings to want to discover what was 
going to happen in the future.  So, they went to people they thought would give them answers.  Was it wise to go into 
battle against an enemy nation?  Let’s ask the medium.  Were they going to win the battle against the bigger, better 
outfitted army?  Let’s ask the medium.  Wouldn’t it be great to know the future?  Think about how much anxiety would 
melt away if you knew the future?  Think about all the sheep you didn’t have to count on sleepless nights because you 



know how everything was going to turn out.  Think of all the sore mental muscles you will be spared because you don’t 
need to wrestle over difficult decisions because you would already know the correct path to take every time.  Wouldn’t 
that be great?  People in Isaiah’s time thought so too.  Where did they go for answers?  Where did they turn for guidance?  
They went to those that peered into crystal balls of their day and whispered all kinds of secrets.  They searched for 
guidance out of the darkness from those that were lost in the darkness themselves. 
   Where did that get them?  They roamed in the dreadful darkness famished, enraged, and lost.  Separated from God 
they are completely lost in the darkness that belongs to the devil.  They are like the Mataafa on Lake Superior drifting in 
the sea of sin awaiting destruction and eternal death.  That’s a frightening darkness.  That’s a darkness so deep even the 
places they look for guidance don’t produce a sliver of light. 
   We may not ask people to stare into crystal balls to see our future.  We may not have a person read the wrinkles on 
our palm to predict the events of our lives.  Where do we look for answers?  Where do we search when it seems like we 
are getting lost in the darkness.  Where do we turn when it appears the waves of doubt are getting bigger and bigger as the 
darkness creeps in.  We try to turn on the light of our thought, our ideas, our opinions.  We start to search for answers in 
places like, “Well, this is what I think the answer is and the direction that I should take.”  Maybe we start to look to the 
influence of others for light in the darkness.  The light of those that tell us, “Follow the roadmap of your feeling and that 
will set you free from your guilt.”  ‘Let your conscience be your guide,” a cricket once said.  Except the problem is that 
I’ve dulled and twisted my conscience so much that I don’t know what is right or wrong anymore because the only 
standard I apply is my own.  We try to turn on those lights and let them guide us in life, but they don’t turn on.  So, we 
bang them with our hand hoping that will work and still nothing.  None of those give us true light to lead us out of the 
darkness of our sin and guilt.  At best they are ways we can appease ourselves to make us feel a little less guilty, not by 
actually taking away our guilt, but just trying to distract us from it by giving us a way to not think about it until we smash 
against the rocks of eternal death and punishment for sin. 

After the storm of 1905 a lighthouse was built on the rocky shoreline of Lake Superior leading to Duluth 
specifically in response to that storm.  Later it was named the Split Rock Lighthouse.  Every ship that went by saw it beam 
of light arching across the waters breaking up the darkness and disarming it of fear and terror.  What is the light our lesson 
talks about.  It’s far brighter and more important than a lighthouse on a Great Lake.  Consult God’s instruction and the 
testimony of warning. If anyone does not speak according to this word, they have no light of dawn. (Isaiah 8:20).  In other 
words, go to the Word of God.  What shatters the darkness of sin that we were lost in like the sun coming over the 
horizon?  The Word of God.   

It gets more specific.  Nevertheless, there will be no more gloom for those who were in distress. In the past he 
humbled the land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, but in the future he will honor Galilee of the nations, by the Way of 
the Sea, beyond the Jordan. The people walking in darkness have seen a great light; on those living in the land of deep 
darkness a light has dawned. (Isaiah 9:1, 2).  What is Isaiah talking about?  What does he mean talking about humbling 
the land of Zebulun and Naphtali and honoring Galilee and that a light has dawned?  In Isaiah’s time the land of Zebulun 
and Naphtali were affected greatly by the foreign power Assyria coming in and conquering their land.  In the New 
Testament time that would be the land of Galilee.  Can you think of anyone important that preached and taught in the land 
of Galilee about 700 years after Isaiah writes these words?  It was the one that came that is the Light in the darkness.  It is 
the one that came and tells us, “I am the Light of the world.”  It is Jesus.  He is the one that came because you and I could 
never be our own light and find our way out of the darkness of sin.  He came and is the light.  He chases aways the 
darkness the same way that the night is chases away when the sun rises in the east.  He is the light because he came to take 
on our darkness.  He came to put it on himself.  He came to face death and conquer it.  And he did. 

You want answers?  Are you tired of wandering in the darkness?  We have them in our loving God.  In Jesus, all 
of God’s promises are yes.  Every single one.  Every single time.  We don’t have to wander in the darkness of doubt.  We 
don’t wander in the darkness of sin.  Jesus gives us light.  The Light that breaks apart all darkness.  The Light that gives 
life.  Amen. 

 
 


